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INTRODUCTION
Recent results from the metal wall machines JET-ILW [1] and AUG [2,3] have shown that
the fast collapse of the pedestal energy during an ELM (time scale <1ms) can be followed by
a second collapse characterized by a longer time scale (≈2-5ms). Experimental results show
that the second collapse tends to disappear when nitrogen is seeded [1,2,3] and/or good
confinement is achieved [4]. These observations, due to the fact that N seeding leads to the
increase of the electron pedestal temperature Teped [5,6,7] might suggest that the presence of
the second collapse is correlated to low Teped. More recently, an empirical correlation
between the pre-ELM divertor temperature (Tdiv) and the energy losses of the second collapse
has been observed in AUG [3]. This has suggested that the divertor and/or the scrape-off
layer conditions can play a role in the ELM dynamics, as also noted in [2,4]. To date, the
origin of the second collapse is not clear yet and several questions are still open:
 is the second collapse correlated to Teped or to the pedestal pressure or to any pedestal
plasma parameter related to the temperature (such as resistivity or collisionality)?
 can the second collapse disappear only when the seeded species is nitrogen?
 is the presence of the second collapse correlated to the divertor and/or SOL conditions?
This work will try to answer these questions by investigating the ELM behavior in AUG and
TCV for plasmas in which nitrogen and neon have been seeded and in deuterium fuelling
scans.
NEON SEEDING IN AUG
Previous AUG results have shown that the nitrogen seeding leads to the increase of Teped with
no significant effect on the electron pedestal density neped [7]. Above a specific rate of
nitrogen (and consequently at sufficiently high Teped), the second collapse disappears [3]. In
this section, instead, the effect of neon seeding is discussed. Figure 1 shows an AUG shot in
which only neon is seeded while the other engineering parameters (including power and main
gas rate) are kept constant [figure 1(a)]. The neon leads to an increase in neped while no major
effect on Teped is observed [figure 1(b)]. In the last part of the discharge, when the neon rate
and neped are high, the second collapse disappears. In figure 1(c), the ELMs characterized by
the second collapse are highlighted in black (hereafter labelled as “long ELMs” for
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Figure 1. Time evolution of (a) NBI power,
deuterium rate and neon rate, (b) neped (measured
from TS) and Teped (measured from ECE), (c) ELM
duration and (d) ELM energy losses.
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Figure 2. ELM synchronized time evolution of (a) Dα
and (b) energy losses. (c) Correlation of Teped and
neped.for a D fuelling scan in TCV. The bold numbers
highlight the fraction of long ELMs.

simplicity) while those characterized by only the first collapse are in orange (and hereafter
labelled “short ELMs”). The separation between the ELMs characterized by only the first
collapse and those followed by the second collapse is clear in terms of both ELM duration
and ELM energy losses. The ELM duration (τELM), quantified by calculating the full width
half maximum of the divertor current [3], is shown in figure 1(c). The ELM energy losses
have been estimated from the drop in WMHD and are shown in figure 1(d).
The results obtained with neon seeding shows that Teped is not a parameter directly relevant to
the presence of the second collapse.
DEUTERIUM FUELLING SCAN IN TCV
The second collapse has been observed also in TCV H-mode plasmas. An example for a
NBH heated plasma (1MW) at Ip=210kA is shown in figure 2. Figure 2(a) shows the Dα time
traces for all the ELMs of the discharge. The time traces have been synchronized in order to
have at t=0 the ELM onset. Figure 2(b) shows the relative ELM energy losses estimated from
the diamagnetic signal. For ≈60% of the ELMs, the first collapse (∆WELM/W≈10%) is
followed by a second collapse which produces further energy losses (∆WELM/W≈20%).
Figure 2(c) summarizes the results of a deuterium fuelling scan with no impurity seeding.
The increase of the D rate fuels the plasma leading to higher neped but does not affect peped.
The bold numbers in figure 2(c) show the ratio between the number of long ELMs (i.e. those
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followed by the second collapse) over the total number of ELMs. The second collapse is
present only at high density / high D fuelling. The result shows that the presence of the
second collapse is not directly related to the pedestal pressure.
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE PRE-ELM DIVERTOR TEMPERATURE.
The correlation between the pre-ELM divertor
temperature Tdiv and the energy losses for the
ELMs characterized by the second collapsed was
already observed in AUG [3]. However, no
correlation between the presence of the second
collapse and Tdiv was discussed. Figure 3(a)
shows Tdiv measured by the AUG Langmuir
probes for the shot shown in figure 1 during a time
interval when both long and short ELMs are
present. The data are averaged in a time window
-0.3ms to -0.1ms before the ELMs. The pre-ELM
Tdiv tends to be higher for long ELMs than for the
short ELMs.
The analysis has been extended to three datasets
in which scans of deuterium fuelling, nitrogen
seeding and neon seeding were performed. The Figure 3. (a) pre-ELM Tdiv profiles for long and
results are summarized in figure 3(b), where the short ELMs from Langmuir probes. (b)
correlation between the fraction of long ELMs Correlation between the fraction of long ELMs
versus the pre-ELM Tdiv.
and Tdiv is shown. The second collapse (i.e. long
ELMs) is present only at high Tdiv. The trends are similar for both the nitrogen seeded and the
neon seeded plasma. This suggests that the pre-ELM divertor temperature might be an
important parameter for the presence of the long ELMs.
SOL DENSITY.
It was suggested in references [2,4] that the presence of the second collapse might be
correlated to the high SOL density. This statement might be consistent with the fact that in
TCV the long ELMs are present with high gas fuelling. In this section we investigate the SOL
density in AUG and TCV. For the AUG dataset, the Li-beam is used and the SOL density is
estimated using a linear fit to identify the knee at the pedestal bottom. The pre-ELM SOL
density for an AUG shot is shown in figure 4(a) during a time interval where long and short
ELMs co-exist. The difference is minimal, but neSOL for the long ELMs seems slightly higher
than for the short ELMs. Figure 4(b) shows neSOL for the entire dataset (when the Li-beam
was available). The range in neSOL is quite narrow and no firm conclusion is possible.
However, the result seems to suggest that no short ELMs are present at high neSOL. The
results for the TCV dataset are shown in figures 4(c) and 4(d). The Thomson Scattering has
been used but, due to the lack of a clear knee, the density is estimated at the separatrix
(assuming 50eV at the LCFS). The uncertainty is very large and no conclusive claims are
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possible, but the discharge with highest number of long ELMs seems to be characterized by
higher nesep, approximately in agreement with the AUG result.
CONCLUSIONS.
(1) The disappearance of the second collapse is not simply correlated to high Teped but also to
high neped (figure 1). Hence, pedestal resistivity and collisionality do not play a role in the
presence of the second collapse: the second phase disappears at low resistivity and low
collisionality (for the N seeded case, with high Teped), but also with no resistivity variation
and at high collisionality (for Ne seeded case, with high neped).
(2) The nitrogen has no special role in the disappearance of the second collapse since also the
neon can produce similar effects.
(3) The second collapse is not correlated to the pedestal pressure, as shown from figure 2(c).
(4) Short ELMs are not present at high Tdiv, regardless of the seeded species.
(5) Results seem to suggest that the short ELMs are not present in high SOL density plasma.

Figure 4. SOL density profile for long and short ELMs in (a) AUG (using Li-beam) and (c) TCV, using TS.
Correlation between fraction of long ELMs and (b) SOL density in AUG (quantified with a linear fit) and
(d) separatrix density in TCV (quantified by averaging the TS data in the range ψ=0.98-1.02).
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